
Thank you for joining
Say “Hi” to the host then go on mute

Housekeeping rules for virtual training in WebEx
• Use the WebEx Job Aid to help you navigate (attached to the 
invitation)
• Everyone is expected to participate
• Be here – bring your energy
• WebEx 101: Raise your hand when you want to speak, or an emoji 
to express a thought
• Questions will be parked to gather as an FAQ – you can add 
them to the whiteboard



Project Phoenix – Retention 
Training



Agenda

Recap the retention videos & techniques

Discuss case study results

Review how QM scores retention

Practice: Role play retention techniques

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
1 minDO: Read agendaFor TL let them know the role play is for the agents 



Your Learning 
Objectives

At the end of this module, you will be able to:
• Identify the steps in the retention process 
• Give examples of retention techniques from 

your pre-work case study
• Discuss how the quality scorecard applies to 

retention
• Apply the steps in the retention process 

through a role play exercise

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
1 minuteDO: read the slide



Recap the Techniques

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Note to facilitator: use annotate in WebEx to have participants write their answers on the white spaceProvide a couple of minutes for people to respond each question and debrief



Why is a business concerned with retention?

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Discussion5 minutesFACILITATORSAY:I want to know what you learned from the videos.  Let’s have a quick discussion about Why a business is concerned with retention?  Please take 2 – 3 minutes to write your responses up on the slide.If you are having difficulties writing on the slide, please write your response in the chat.PRODUCER:DO:Monitor the chat and annotate responses on the slide as they come in.Expected answers:it’s easier to keep customers than try to gain a new oneIt’s cheaper to keep customers than trying to gain a new oneLoyal customers are likely to be better customers, ones that pay on time, every timeRepeat business is what brings in profits, this means more money for everyone, you and the company.FACILITATOR:DO:Call out responses as they go up on the boardCall on specific people to further explain their thoughts



How do you start the 
4-step process?

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
How would you start the retention conversation.  Discussion.  Call on raised hands.What are the techniques you currently use to attempt to retain a customer that wants to cancel. 5 minutesFACILITATOR:SAY:Now that we understand why a business is concerned with retention, let’s chat about the techniques. Please take 2-3 minutes to write out some of the techniques you remember learning about from the videos.If you are having difficulties writing on the slide, please use the chat to share your thoughts.PRODUCER:DO:Monitor the chat and annotate responses on the slide as they come inFACILITATOR:DO:Call out responses as they are added to the slide.  Ask for clarification on 2-3 responses given.Fill in the gapsExpected answers:-Probe-offer a rebuttal statement-Probe deeper- Offer rebuttal with benefits



Discuss the Case Study

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
SAY:Recently you were assigned some pre-work to complete before coming to class today.I’d like to take the opportunity to discuss the results of the case study now.



Part 1:  Better Price Elsewhere

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Part 1 You have just logged in for your shift, and Michael Connelly has contacted you for assistance to cancel the policy.  The customer has found a better price elsewhere.  You must have a conversation with the customer about the reason for the cancellation and apply the appropriate techniques to retain the customer. Recap + Discussion – 10 minutesFACILITATOR:(Part 1, Question 1)Say:Let’s discuss some of the things you learned during the case study you completed. Please take 1 minute and use the chat to give a quick explanation of what the customers main concern is for the scenario in part 1DO:Monitor the chat, call out answers as they come in.  Expected answersCustomer is cancelling because the price is too expensiveFound a cheaper rate elsewhereSay:(Part 1, questions 2)Use your pointer to claim one of the boxes.  PRODUCER:DO:Demo using the pointer what to do on the slide.FACILITATOR:Say:Please take 2-3 minutes to write what you will say or do for the customer after finding out they want to cancel due to a lower premium elsewhere.Do:Call out some responses as they come up.  Use the highlighter tool to highlight strong answersExpected responses:- I’m sorry to hear that you are thinking about cancelling, before we go ahead with this, I’d like to look through your policy if that’s ok?SAY:Take a moment to read each others' comments and reflect on them.  These are great ways to steer the conversation in the right direction right away.(1 minute for reflection)DO:Bring the group back to the conversationSAY:(Part 1, Question 3)Please use the chat now to tell me what step in the retention process we are discussing here.DO:Monitor the chat, call out responses.Expected answers:Step 2: Offer rebuttal with benefits ( discounts etc.)FACILITATOR:(Part 1, Questions 4)Say:I want to have a quick discussion about what the intended outcome of this stage is.When starting the conversation, it’s easy enough to probe.  “Why are you cancelling”  but step 2 is a little different.  It requires some critical thinking.You have all come up with some great solutions to the customers problem.  Keep digging into the policy when you get the chance to do so, you might find something there that will lower the customer’s premium to match the rate that they found elsewhere.Don’t forget,  several companies that quote online do not have the same technology that sonnet does.  IN other words, they will give a base rate, not the actual rate.  When they call to secure the rate, they may find that it jumps up much higher.  This is a good point to bring back when the customer is adamant on leaving to go to another company. Our intended outcome here is to keep the customer on the phone long enough to review their policy so we can have a conversation with them about things such as discounts, and how other insurers provide quotes online.   This will keep the customer fully informed.



Part 2:  I don’t want to add discounts

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
NOTE:  Which would resonate with you after answers are given.  Part 2 You have just responded to the customers' cancellation requests.  You have provided them with a solution to review their policy.  During the review, you notice they are not taking advantage of some of our discounts.  You inform the customer of this and offer to walk the customer through applying these discounts themselves online.  The customer is not interested in using these online; they are short on time and are just interested in cancelling. Recap + Discussion – 10 minutesFACILITATOR:(Part 2Say:In part 2 you have done what you needed to do for the customer.  Offered a solution to them, and in keeping with the sonnet guidelines you advised for them to go online and update the discount while offering to walk them through the process.In this case the customer is short on time and wants to cancel.  Has anyone had a situation like this before? Please raise your hand if you have.DO:Call out how many people you haveSAY:I can see at least some of you have dealt with this situation in the past, and It’s certainly not rare.  When a customer wants to cancel they want to cancel.Let’s find out how you will handle this one.Take your pointer and claim some space on the slide.Please 2-3 minutes and write how you will approach this situation.  Don’t forget to click somewhere else on the whiteboard once you have finished writing so we can all see your comments.For those of you who are having difficulties writing on the whiteboard please use the chat to share your thoughtsPRODUCER:DO:Monitor the chat and add the chat comments to a free box.FACILITATOR:DO:Start calling out responsesHighlight strong ones to focus onSAY:Now that we have all shared some ways to deal with this.  Take a minute and read through everyone's comments.  Reflect on this and think of how you will incorporate this into your retention conversations.



Part 3:  Maybe I’ll hear what else there is

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Part 3 You have decided to go above and beyond to retain them; you review the account and apply some discounts to the policy.  You have informed the customer that you will do this to see if they qualify for a reduction in the price.  You have applied the discounts that the customer qualifies for, and there is a reduction of $10 month over month for the remaining policy term.  The customer responds and seems hesitant; however, he asks you to review the policy further for more discounts or options. Recap + Discussion – 10 minutesFACILITATORSAY:In part 3 we have now been able to convince the customer to hear us out.  We have been able to reduce the price by 10$ and you have let the customer know, however they are still hesitant, but they are hooked and want to maybe see if there is anything else you can do. I want to find out what you will do in this case.Just like before, take your pointer and claim some space on the whiteboard in one of the squares.  Take 2-3 minutes to write how you will approach this situation.  Be creative.For those that are having trouble using the whiteboard please use the chat to share your thoughts.PRODUCER:DO:�monitor the chat, transfer comments from chat to whiteboard.FACILITATOR:DO:Call out comments as they appearCall on people to share more or elaborate more on their thoughts 



How Retention is Scored

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
SAY:If retention is not attempted when a customer requests to cancel or followed correctly, i.e., we do not ask the customer reason for wanting to cancel/cancelling, this will result in 8.3 Process being scored no.  If we attempt to retain but only go through one retention option but there were other available/relevant options to provide customer, this result in 6.5 Customer success being scored no but 8.3 could still be scored yes since they’re following the retention process.  Depending on what retention steps are taken and the policy review being completed, we should also be addressing any relevant next steps, i.e., how savings impact their pricing to achieve a yes in 6.3 Customer Success Next Steps. For 8.2 Case Creation, if we do not accurately capture the interaction or the case is missing important details, like reason for cancelling in the case notes, this will also result in 8.2 being scored no. 



Practice Activity
Role Play



Instructions

• You will be placed into groups of 3
• Decide who will be the Agent, Customer or Observer.
• Use the correct script for your group:

• If you are in group 1, choose from the scripts in group 1
• Use the correct script for your role:

• If you are in group 1 and you are the customer, choose Customer 
script 1

• The observer of each group will be the presenter, take notes.
• You have 15 minutes

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
NOTE:  Christina to add facilitator guideActivity will be repeated 3 times.



Role Play Script

Practice Practice the retention techniques 
using the script provided.

Click Click on the script#1, for the role 
you have been assigned.

Scroll Scroll to The Customer Retention 
Conversation.

Go Go to sNet - Training

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Role play script 1



Key takeaways

Let’s hear from our observers.

Please answer the following questions:

1. What was the interaction about?
2. How were the retention techniques used?
3. What steps in retention flow were used? 



Role Play Script

Practice Practice the retention techniques 
using the script provided.

Click Click on the script#2, for the role 
you have been assigned.

Scroll Scroll to The Customer Retention 
Conversation.

Go Go to sNet - Training

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Role play script 2



Key takeaways

Let’s hear from our observers.

Please answer the following questions:

1. What was the interaction about?
2. How were the retention techniques used?
3. What steps in retention flow were used? 



Role Play Script

Practice Practice the retention techniques 
using the script provided.

Click Click on the script#3, for the role 
you have been assigned.

Scroll Scroll to The Customer Retention 
Conversation.

Go Go to sNet - Training

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Role Play Script 3



Key takeaways

Let’s hear from our observers.

Please answer the following questions:

1. What was the interaction about?
2. How were the retention techniques used?
3. What steps in retention flow were used? 



Your Learning 
Objectives

You are now able to:
• Identify the steps in the retention process 
• Give examples of retention techniques 
• Discuss how the quality scorecard applies to 

retention
• Apply the steps in the retention process 

through a role play exercise

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
1 minuteDO: read the slide



Thank you for attending!



Please complete the short survey
Veuillez rempir le cours sondage

• We want to hear from you! / Nous voulons vous
entendre !

• OR
• Go to sNet Training page, scroll to highlights
• You will find the Retention Conversation section
• Click link to answer the short anonymous survey 

(bilingual)

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Facilitator can also send link to the chat:https://www.surveymonkey.com/r/qualitytraining2020
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